Workbook Being A Nursing Assistant
Synopsis
The ninth edition Being a Nursing Assistance is to enrich learning, enhance critical thinking skills and improve client care.
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Customer Reviews
Great resource for instructors to use the pages within to make learning not only fun, but memorable! I've received great feedback from our Hospice Aides who have been working for many years. I began using these worksheets along with their inservices and they love it! This is not only a good resource for the classroom during NA training and certification, but also for those who've graduated and need to keep up their skills!

I ordered a used workbook. When I received it, it was in excellent condition. Thank you very much.

I was very happy to have received my book in just a few days from when I had ordered it. 100% perfect condition, no damage in shipment. I'd order again from here.

excellent book, thanks
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